
I've found that luck
is quite predictable.
If you want more
luck, take more
chances. Be more
active. Show up
more often. 
- Brian Tracy
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MISSION

The Association of Latino Professionals For
America (ALPFA) works to empower and

develop businessmen and women as leaders
of character for the nation in every sector of
the global economy. ALPFA has more than
81,000 professional and student members
across the country with access to 50,000

paid summer internships through hundreds
of Fortune 1000 corporate partners. Our

vision is to be the premier business
organization for expanding opportunities for

leadership in the global market.

A L P F A
N E W S L E T T E R



March Overview
In this newsletter, we will be covering our past
events from March, and meeting some of our

outstanding ALPFA members.
 

We look forward to continuing our semester with
our ALPFAmilia as we strive towards our educational

and professional goals together. 

April Preview

APRIL 5    BDO SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

APRIL 6    BECKER COLLAB W/ BAP&AS

APRIL 6    CHIPOTLE FUNDRAISER

APRIL 7    MOSS ADAMS CPA TEST 101

APRIL 12  WILEY PLUS W/ BAP&AS

APRIL 14   NOMINATIONS

APRIL 19   MOSS ADAMS CASE STUDY

APRIL 21   POWERBI WORKSHOP

APRIL 26   FALL '22 BOARD ELECTIONS

APRIL 28   ALPFA SOCIAL EVENT



SHERWIN WILLIAMS

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
BY ANGEL GOMEZ

On Thursday, March 3, ALPFA hosted a speaking engagement

with Sherwin-Williams. The event was hosted by Sam Hartsough

and Jose Perez. Sam is a recruiter for the company and Jose

has been a part of Sherwin’s Caribbean division for nearly 20

years. The focus was on creating an elevator pitch. They shared

tips and advice to improve a one-to-two minute response to the

common interview question, “Tell me about yourself”. We

learned that crafting a great elevator pitch involves self-

reflection on our own goals and interests, being clear about

what positions we are looking for, and including the right blend

of professional and personal info. Next, they shared their

personal experiences with the company and how the company

culture has become very diverse, seeks creative thinkers, and

encourages the professional development of its employees.

Lastly, we also learned about the many internship opportunities

that Sherwin-Williams offers.

 

MOVIE NIGHT
BY DIEGO GOMEZ

On Tuesday, March 1, ALPFA hosted a fun social

event: Movie Night. We watched the first Shrek

movie which was absolutely hilarious. Shrek is

definitely a timeless movie in our culture that

everyone can enjoy. Events like this are greatly

appreciated as students because we often have

hectic schedules, upcoming deadlines, and

restless nights. A 90-minute break is sometimes

all that we need to recharge our batteries

before continuing our work. We enjoyed

sandwiches, pizza, and other snacks during our

movie. We ended the night with brief socializing

and finishing up our meals.



LOTERIA NIGHT
BY FELIPE GAMINO

On Tuesday, March 8, ALPFA hosted the second

game night, Loteria night where members had the

opportunity to play and win prizes. This event was for

all ALPFA members and was a great night to

socialize and have fun. Felipe, the Director of Events,

had everyone pick a Loteria card and then did

multiple rounds. As each round passed they called

out the Loteria cards faster and faster. Our lucky

winners for the night were Nylah Garcia, Guo Peng

Ye, and Brian Martin. After the game was over we

had the chance to hang out and network with other

students and the board.

 

 

 

 

BLACKROCK

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
BY ERIC RULOMA

On Thursday, March 10, ALPFA hosted a speaking

engagement with BlackRock. The speaking engagement

was presented by Orlando Montalvo, the managing director

of BlackRock. During the presentation, he discussed the

significance of BlackRock, stating that the company’s goal

is to build an inclusive culture that deals with diversity and

family background. He also mentioned that BlackRock

hopes to empower more women to become leaders in the

Latin X community, but overall has more women in the

workforce. Throughout the presentation, members had the

opportunity to ask questions or make comments regarding

Orlando’s experience as a professional. Lastly, he went in-

depth on all of our members’ questions and gave a final

piece of advice on why it is important to make noise and

create relationships within the workforce.  



PWC COLLAB

CHILL AND TALK
BY DIEGO GOMEZ

On Tuesday, March 15, ALPFA hosted a speaking

engagement with PwC, one of the Big Four accounting

firms. The speaking engagement was led by Jeimy

Rodriguez. Jeimy was joined by many of her associates

at PwC and CSULB alumni. Most of the attending

associates are recent hires which means that they will

be able to share their earliest experiences as incoming

graduates to their first job. During the presentation, we

learned about risk advisory, digital assurance, and

cyber regulation. Carlos Larios-Solic, an associate in

cyber risk and regulation, shared his day-to-day

activities and responsibilities. We learned about the

importance of communication, organization, and time

management. Lastly, we ended in breakout rooms for

networking.

EXCEL WORKSHOP
BY EDWIN MEZA

On Thursday, March 17, ALPFA hosted an excel workshop

to help students understand the basics of excel and also

teach other functions that can be used in excel. We

started off by going through a formulas tutorial and

focused on building formulas that would help provide

better data within a worksheet. After going through the

formulas tutorial we went through the pivot tables tutorial.

Students were taught how to create pivot tables in order

to summarize data that has been given to them. We were

also informed that we would have an assignment that

would give us the opportunity to receive a certificate for

completing the assigned task; this assignment is not due

until later in the semester. Overall students were able to

acquire skills in excel that can help them further improve

in school and their future careers. 



FBI

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
BY ERIC RULOMA

On Tuesday, March 22, ALPFA hosted a speaking

engagement with the Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI). The main speaker of the engagement, Special

Agent Allison Powojski, discussed the different

categories of what the FBI offers. The purpose of the

FBI was the main topic discussed during the

presentation, and Allison went on to talk more about

the business aspect of the FBI. Members learned the

significance of the FBI, and the significant priorities

they obtain to make sure people are not breaking

laws. For the last half-hour of the engagement, a

question and answer took place, and members had

the opportunity to ask questions or make comments. 

KPMG

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
BY SHIRLEY ALVAREZ

On Thursday, March 24, ALPFA hosted a speaking

engagement with KPMG. Jessica Pollard, a KPMG

University recruiter, gave a presentation on how to

build up your professional career for your first

successful year. Here are some of the attributes that

are needed.

·Attitude is everything, a bad attitude can be

contiguous and make most tasks unbearable; a positive

attitude attracts success.

·Underpromise/overdeliver; deliver on the promises

that you can make and meet the deadline.

·Ask questions. It is expected, it does not imply a lack

of knowledge, and it saves time by addressing the

issue sooner than later.

Last, everyone asked the KPMG professionals more

questions about KPMG in breakout rooms.
 



MEMBER OF THE MONTHMEMBER OF THE MONTH

ERIC RULOMA

Class Standing: Sophomore
 
Major: Accounting

Why I joined ALPFA: I joined ALPFA because
I wanted to put my name out there and
network with different companies. I also
joined because I want to meet more people
are create new friendships.

What opportunities I'm looking for: I am
looking for opportunities that will help me
expand my knowledge and skills in the
business industry, specifically towards
accounting.

Something Interesting about me:. I like to
take chances and try new things outside of
my comfort zone.

Favorite Quote:  "All our dreams come true,
if we have the courage to pursue them."
- Walt Disney


